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LEARNING TO SPEAK AND LEARNING TO READ

The way in which children acquire conpetence in their native

language reveals much about the nature of language itself. For ex-

ample, studies of children's early utterances have leant support to

Ghomsky's (1959).criticism of er's (1957) behaviorist approach

to language and to the emphasis on meaning that is the chief legacy

Of the Chomskian revolution in linguistics.* It might be supposed

that research findings about children's language acquisition would

play a,similar supporting role for theories about the learning of .

N.4

reading, a language - related activity. /In this paper, research will

be reviewed that attempts to explain the development of ranguage pro-

duction, and.that addresses the issue of language ability and, read-
.

ing achievement.

. Explanations of Language Production Development

A recurring discovery of research.in thetdevelopment of language

'production is the regular, systematic, and often universal nature of

that development. Examples include the systematic evolution of word

meaning (E. ,Clark, 1973; and Nelson, 1974); 'the universal importance

Aof word order (Slobin, 1971); and Brain 1976); and the regular order

of-appearance of sounds (Jakobson, 1971; and Foss and Hakes, 1878),

'tee WIrdhaugh (1971) for a discussion of'behaviorist, nativist,
and cognitive theories of language acquisition and relevant findings
from studies of. children's speech.

1
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1965), inflections (Gleason, 1958),'obligatory *1 attic features

icrown, 1973), and transformations (Menyuk, 1969). Considering that

a behaviorist_theory of language cart not account-for all such

larities (IVardhaugh, 1971) nor for .the limited role,of)lexpansion and

imitation in language' learning (Brown and-Bellugi, 1964; and Cazden,

1965); other explanations must be sought. The two main alternatives

are the nativist and cognitive theories of language acquisition.

Nativist Theory

ghomsky (1959) began the attack on the behaviorist concept'of

language, characterized by the title of Skinner's book about language,,

Verbal Behavior (1951\Komslcy has since delineated his theory-of
.

an,innate facility for language learning, Or universal grammar (1967,

1968,.1972, 1980). There are general, biologically determined restric-

tions On the kind of hypotheses that children can form about the Ian-
.

guage they learn (e.g., that sentences are of the form subject=predi-
c

I

cate, that natural language"Make use of transformational rules, that

the latter depend upon structure, and that phonologicalrules are

applied cyclically). The general restrictiOns constitute.universal(

grammar,--the specific hypotheses about the language that the child

learns characterize the child's language competence and define hit'or

her particular gramMar. Rosemont (1974) emphas4es the language-speci-:

ficity of the--thnite mental structure that.ChoMsky hypothesizes an

points, out that ChamSky's quarrel is
.

with empiricisM in general, r4her

than with behaviorism in particular.

(k
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MCNeiil's (A79) concept of an innate language acquisition device

(LAD) is,consistent withlhomsky's theofk-. Giordano (1979) outlines

support for the innateness hypothesis, especially for language ability

being aisdrete,frod other, laiter-developing forms Of abstract idea-

tion.' He goes on to describe an approach_ to reading"readiness instruc

tion that'would make use of. the same inherited aptitudes that promote

oral language learning. -Lenneberg',s (1967) detailed desCriptions of

physical correlates of language have leant Support to Chomsky's theory.

Eveloff (1971) contends that'the biological potential-'for lan-

guage must be developed by'Others' of the Species relating to the

child within emotional and cognitive limits. He describes ways in
/

whidOneurophysiological, cognitive,.and affectiVe 'factors are re-

% lated. A symbiotic bond, partly the result of the child's adaption

to novelty (a cognitive function), plays an important role in-the

child! language le ruing. The parents' desire to communicate can

to the child's linguistic groWth during the prelingual and

babbling stages; the child's need to overcome sedration and to en-

hance his or her /elationship with the parents eimportant during
S

the stages of limitation and early,articulate utterance.r Eveloff

also explains the begiftning use of syntax 'and the acquisition of con-
,

sensual knowledge.

Cognitive 'Theory

A cognitive explanation of language acquisition emphasizes biolog-

ically determined mental abilities, but sees no need to characterize

any such abilities as language- specific . Several observations point

5
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to a relationship between speech development and the development of

general cognitive ability. Bloom (1970), in describing telegraphic

speech as cbnceptulk based, says that at that stage-the child is a-

ware of more types of meaning relationships than he or she can reveal

through the linguistic devices that he' or she controls. Greater con-

trol, greater language competence, results from three factors: linguis-

tic experience, non-linguistic experience,, and cognitive-perceptual

development. As men length of utterance (MUD-increases, a relation-

between. complexity of the concept and complexity of the utterance

becomes evident; the more complex the former, the less .complex the

latter. Conceptualization and production share the chi d's

still imited processing capacity. McNeill .(1970) accounts fqr

phrases (one -word utterances) as their being the left-overs when parts

of sentence-like concepts are lost before production. Greenfield ghd'

Smith f1976) point out that cognitive development is in adwce of

linguistic-4yelopment at the one-word utterance stage. Menyuk (1969)

16
explains observed development in Children's sentence structure in

:terms-Of growth in memorycapacity. i&en the developmental acquisi-

tion of speech sounds .is partly explainable in terms of increaslAg

control of such production processes as voice-onset time Pm and

Preston, 1972).

Besides memory and control of specifici/I4roduction processes, other

general cognitive abilities come into play, such as those that char-
.

,icterize Piaget's stages of development. Foss and Hakes (1978) point

out that the child's understanding of object permanence surely contri-
,,

butes to'the onset of one -word utterances and that the change from

6
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the sensory motor to.the preoperational stage,seems to parallel the

. transition to utterances longer than one word,lin which words'must be

seen as parts of`wholes. Flavell (1977] argues for the existence'of

cognitive, rather than linguistic, universals; He tells that chil-

dren use,the same strategies to interpret both non - linguistic events

and language.
.e.- .

Slobin, among linguists, makes the strongest claim that general

1

. .
.

cognitive and mental development is the critical determinant of kart- .

.
, . .

guage acquisition; Contributing factors are growing ability, to deal

with the world, increasing sfiort- and long-term memory dbility, and

-1-4.Fengthening information processing ability (Slobin, Slobin

asserts that fundamental strudtures of particular grammar are in place

by'age three, and thakfurther linguistic development reflects lift-.

ing Of performance restrictions-and general cognitive growth (1970).

, He demonstrates that Russian children's development of grammatical:

categories is determined by the semantic difficulty represented by tie

category (e.g., singular and plural formis'appear early, arbitrary, mar-
.

kers Of 4rammatical gender appear late) (1966). *Slobin_also pgiits

out that bilingual children express a concept earlier.in the language

in which it has the simpler form (1973).

The disagreement between the nativists and the cognitive theOr=',.

ists is not nearly as fundamental a s their common differences with the

behaviorists. In many cases it reflects a'difference in emphaiis and..
,

/ . ,,.
.

in choice of,data. It seems that there may be linguistic and cogfti-

tive universals. The former restrict the forms into which hUman lan-

n
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-guages may evolve and the'child's innate acquaintance with them %rects

-- makes most efficient -- Ids or her application of the latter to the

task of /earning language.

II. Interaction Between Language Development an Learning to Read

',Several courses of action follow from a direct/ application of

knowledge of language development to reading learning. For example,

it will be recalled that Giordano-(i679) suggests a reading readinesi

program that is a direct application ofIthe nativist theory of lan-

guage acquisition, to reading. Differences betwqen oral and written

language, however, rai'se questions about the value of such direct apT

plications. Still, there remain other areas of overlap between °nil

language and reading learning.

I

Direct Applications

Two explanations of the reading process emphasize the parallels
,

.
.

tween oral and written language, their common dependence upon syn-

tactic and semantic constraints. Goddmall (1967 and 1973) calls read-

ing a psycholinguistic guessing game with graphophonic, syntactic, and

semantic clues. By sampling, predicting, testing, and confirming,

the reader determines the writer's message with minimal dependence

upon graphemes.' F. Smith's (1971) description of the reading proceSs

in terns of reduction of uncertainty is similar. The amount of de-

pendence upon visual features varies with the amount of syntactic

and semantic information that is available. Studies of Nldren's

oral reading errors, even in'the first grade (Weber, 1970), reveal
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a grammatical awareness of preceding text, which lends support to

such theories of reading.

Examples of efforts to coordinate the reading and language-pro-
._

cessing abilities of children include .compirisons'iif the language

in reading texts and the oral language of children. Strickland

(1962) found that ths/former was mor9 advanced than the latter, an4

that reading texts seemed to lack a scheme for controlling introduc',

tion of sentence structures. Ruddell (1974) tested fourth graders'

comprehension of texts written with common and uncommon syntactic

patterns, using close tests. He found better comprehension of high

frequency syntactic patterns. Shuy (1969) called for anew system

of language arts instruction, emlhasizing self - instruction, stress

lk

the innate ability of students, andusing texts that'reflect child

oral language.

Bougere's (1969) and Dahl's (1975) .studies are examples of at-

tempts to identify oral language predictors of beginning reading

success. Bougere tailed to find significant results for most of her

hypotheses and Dahl's data is still being analyzed.

Differences Between Oral( and Written Language

Carroll (1966) points.out some important differences between learn-

ing to speak and learning to read. Reading i

acquired informally; reading is broken Own into components of the

le speech is

talc and abitracted, while speech is experienced in its full complexity

and remains si tional; reading is taught before writing, bile lis-

tening and speech develop in a parallel fashion'; reading may e taught
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as a subord' te coding skill, while speaking 'is always functional'

andmeaningful to the Child.

D. Olson (1977) describes fundamental Aifferences between'utter-

ance and text, traceable to-their being different means to different

goals, not optional routes to the same goal.. He argues against the

presumptions that know dge is not dltered when it is transformed

to statements and especially that statements are not Altered when they

are written'down. Written language was invented tb serve science and

philosophy and their vision of reality, with an emphasis on truth con-

ditions, explicitness, and conventionalized language forms. The func-
.

tions and structures of language were altered to meet the demands of

autonomous text, a profess that began at leas as long ago bs Luther's

time. When children first experience text, they encounter something

comiketely"foreign. Their previous experience is with utterance, a .

form of language that serves social needs and in which meaning is

negotiable.

Schallert, Kleiman, and Rubin (1977) also analyze differences b5-
4,

tween oral and written languagJk. Speakers tailor.their messages with

specific listeners.in mind, and they receive feedback from the listen-

ers. They use less complicated pntax and.less diverse vocabulary than

writers. And they use intonation for prosadictcu4. Thus readers

may require more comprehensive knowledge schemata than listeners,

greater knovIledge of syntax and vocabulary, and greater skill at tak-

ing another's persirceive.

10 /
%
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1osemont (1970 maintains that language that is transferred to.a

non- speech medium is no
r
longer:naturallanguage.

Tathai (1970) tested second and fourth} graders'. reading compre-
.

hensiari with. two different teistS,, one that used frequent oral lan-

guage patterns end 9e-that used infrequent oral language patterns.

A significant 'number of'children did better with the test that used
A /

frequent pharns, and th0 difference in resultS on the two,tests was

greater for second-graders than for fourth graders. .Tatham concluded

that the seiccnd`graders

competency to written lan

lack the ability to relate.oral lat:ge

g

The point of these findings seems to be that written language is

not as simple a matter as "speech written down," and that our know-

ledge about oral language ability may not have direct'Implications.

foi reading learning.

LIOL111.11E!sej2,2,ftTlg_JLTILLITEg..ELLIolnil

There remainsto be considered another aspect of languagecom-

petence, the njature speaker's ability to reflect upon language, This

meta1inguistic ability is evidenced by linguistic intuitions, the

speaker's capacity to make judgements about such properties of utter-
.

ances as grammaticality, synonymity, and ambiguity, Another aspect

of such ability may be knowledge of such concepts as "letter", "word",

and "sentence" .(cf.; Downing*, 1973, regarding "cognitive claritY".

about. such concepts, aS a prerluisite to learning read). This ,

may be one aspect of language competency that overlaps with reading

. 4
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ability: ,It is acquired at rough y the that formal readiqg

fir ,instruction begins.-
i

I -...v . :'

. . I

Mattingly (1972) makes the *tinctioil

.

ghip,based
IR-.4.

skill,.e.g. Pig Latin or reading, and primallY linguistic activity,

e.g., spe ingand listening. He maintains hat'reading depends upon

linguistic awareness, and that -- unlike dur ng Oeaking and listen-

ing -- that awareness is never inaccessible uring reading. '11.1TSS

10

(1980f reviews literathre about linguistic a reness.and reading and

cites C. (homskys report, at a 1979 confere ce on the subject, that

before third grade, children are unable to ;.cus simu taneously on '

syntactic structure and meaning. She had

to make grammaticality judgements. Hakes,

report that before age six, children's_gr

based on content -- iihat is asserted -- rat

.4974) reports that not untikage six,or s

puns; riddles, and other "linguistic"

Still, an'Obvious question remains

-- coinciding as it does with formal.

duct of or a prerequisite to.tbat iitruction.

rade-school children

and Turner (1976)

icality judgements are

r than on form. McGhee '

en'do Children understand

whether linguistic awareness

ding instruction -- ig.a pro -

that at least word consciousness is a product.

point out that 1. istic intuilions may reflect

sition from preoperational

Nurss' (1980) concludes

Foss and Hakes (1978)

the child's ti-T-

ought, but they

iveilowhen read-

:

They ques-

en 1 guage is,

concrete opef tional

also point out that this ep has only gun at age

ing instruction is .t

tion the ass

.4 -
place many of our..schoo

e knowledge of spo

-12
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great enough that it does noe.,present any-Ablems with learning to

7 .

: .

r
'read.

.

For example; children at agefive.andIiix usually dp not know
.-, ' 4- .

what phonological units are and so can not know what graphemes are
..,,. ,

,

meant to correspond to. They citeNeinschenk (1965) that even German

children -- leVning to.read airgudge with more regula; phoneme:-

-grapheme correspondence than English -- have difficulty learning to
.c.:

,
:. -

The *elusion seems tO7beithat teathers'of reading must proceed \
.s, ,7

. .

th care. They must be.aware of elements of language.competence, It
. ,

cautious about iassuming.direct carryover to rea4ing tasks. 'And they

ought, to be sensitive to individual differencesdrong children with
.

.respect to thei( Tevel of development. : A

read.

.1

4 13,

. s,
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